**Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Judy Blume  
   Peter, a fourth grader, believes that his younger brother Fudge gets away with everything and is ruining his life. Follow Peter on his journey through the fourth grade and dealing with all the trouble his brother creates.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 3.3 Quiz Points: 3.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 470 Quiz Points: 7  

**Framed:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Frank Cottrell Boyce  
   Dylan is the only boy left in his Welsh town and helps his family run their failing garage. When a set of paintings from a London museum is put into a nearby quarry for protection, Dylan becomes quite interested. See what happens when the struggling town becomes inspired by this new artwork.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 4.2 Quiz Points: 9.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 680 Quiz Points: 17  

**Beezus and Ramona:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Beverly Cleary  
   Beezus wants to be a responsible older sister, but when her annoying, embarrassing sister Ramona keeps getting in the way, havoc occurs. But together, you can see what they achieve.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 4.8 Quiz Points: 3.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 780 Quiz Points: 5  

**The School Story:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Andrew Clements  
   This story is about a twelve-year-old who tries to get a book published and all the trials and tribulations with it.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 5.2 Quiz Points: 5.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 760 Quiz Points: 8  

**The Misadventures of Maude March:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Audrey Coulombis  
   The cute story of Sally and Maude March two orphan sister who turn into some of the wildest outlaws in the West (or so they think).  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 5.1 Quiz Points: 11.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 810 Quiz Points: 17  

**Love That Dog:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Sharon Creech  
   Written in a comical way, a young boy comes to learn how to write and love poetry during his elementary school class.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 4.5 Quiz Points: 1.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 1010 Quiz Points: 4  

**The Tale of Despereaux:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Kate DiCamillo  
   In this *Newbery* award winning story we follow a heroic young mouse intent upon saving the human Princess Pea.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 4.7 Quiz Points: 5.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 670 Quiz Points: 9  

**Jim Ugly:**  *(J FICTION)*  
By: Sid Fleischman  
   Jake and his father’s half-wolf dog, Jim Ugly, travel throughout the old west in order to find what happened to Jake’s actor father.  
Accelerated Reader:  
   Book Level: 4.3 Quiz Points: 3.0  
Scholastic Reading Counts:  
   Lexile Level: 710 Quiz Points: 5  

*part of a series*  

---  

**Accelerated Reader & Scholastic Reading Counts**  

**Books for Fourth Graders**  

---  

**Please note:** Not all of these books may be on your child’s school’s Reading Counts or Accelerated Reader Program.
**Homesick, My Own Story:**  (J FICTION)
By: Jean Fritz
Jean has grown up in China with only her parents’ memories and grandmother’s pictures of America, so when she travels “home” to Pennsylvania she will truly find where her home is.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 5.1 Quiz Points: 6.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 860 Quiz Points: 9

**Among the Hidden:**  (*J FICTION*)
By: Margaret Peterson Haddix
In a society in which only two children are allowed per family, Luke Garner is one of the illegal third children who befriends another third child. Together, they try to provoke change against the population police.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.8 Quiz Points: 5.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 800 Quiz Points: 8

**Bunnicula Meets Edgar Allen Crow:**  (*J FICTION*)
By: James Howe
When the author of Pete’s favorite series comes to stay at the Monroe household everyone is excited except for Chester. Bringing along his favorite pet, Edgar Allen Crow, find what transpires when the new visitors get comfortable.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.5 Quiz Points: 3.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 750 Quiz Points: 6

**Number the Stars:**  (J FICTION)
By: Lois Lowry
Set in Nazi-occupied Denmark in 1943, this Newbery winner tells of a 10-year-old girl who undertakes a dangerous mission to save her best friend.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.5 Quiz Points: 4.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 670 Quiz Points: 7

**Shiloh:**  (J FICTION)
By: Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
Marty Preston finds an abused beagle that belongs to his neighbor Judd. In order to protect his new buddy, he must face a series of difficulties.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.4 Quiz Points: 4.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 890 Quiz Points: 8

**The Lightning Thief:**  (J FICTION)
By: Rick Riordan
Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson discovers he is the son of the god Poseidon. He is brought to a camp to be trained and embraces his destiny.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.7 Quiz Points: 13.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 740 Quiz Points: 19

**Holes:**  (TEEN FICTION)
By: Louis Sachar
Stanley Yelnats has always been affected by his family’s bad luck curse which unfortunately puts him in Camp Green Lake, a juvenile detention center in which the boys are sentenced to dig holes to build character. There he discovers there is more to their digging and a way to cure his family of their perpetual misfortune.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.6 Quiz Points: 7.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 660 Quiz Points: 12

**The Cricket in Times Square:**  (J FICTION)
By: George Selden
Chester, a cricket from Connecticut, gets trapped on a commuter train to New York City. Once he gets there he meets the Bellini family who keep him as a pet and accompany him on many adventures through the city.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.9 Quiz Points: 4.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 780 Quiz Points: 8

**The Boy of a Thousand Faces:**  (J FICTION)
By: Brian Selznick
Alonzo King has always loved monsters and horror stories, so much that he actually becomes one! However, when another monster enters his town will he be able to live up to his full potential?
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.8 Quiz Points: 0.5
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 790 Quiz Points: 3

**Maniac Magee:**  (J FICTION)
By: Jerry Spinelli
Jeffrey Lionel Magee is left orphaned at the age of three and later runs away from his critical relatives. Running all the way to Two Mills, a city across the river and strictly separated by race, he uses his athleticism and unlikely friends to cross boundaries and become a local legend.
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 4.7 Quiz Points: 5.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 820 Quiz Points: 8

**Zorgamazoo:**  (J FICTION)
By: Robert Paul Weston
In this rhyming novel, Katrina Katrell and Morty the zorgle form a lifelong friendship after they go on a quest to learn what happened to the zorgles of Zorgamazoo
**Accelerated Reader:**
Book Level: 5.1 Quiz Points: 4.0
**Scholastic Reading Counts:**
Lexile Level: 700 Quiz Points: 8